2009 crysler

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Locally owned and operated since We are the largest Certified Pre-owned dealer in
Michigan. With many benefits such as free oil changes,warranties on most vehicles, free service
shuttle and state of the art facilities us at Golling Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Pre-Owned are
always there for you. Our goal is to make sure your next purchase will result in a high quality
trade in later on down the road. Recent Arrival! Powered by a proven 3. This sure-footed All
Wheel Drive delivers a composed ride with quick acceleration as it secures near 23mpg
highway. The exterior boasts a chrome grille, a prominent sunroof, and great looking wheels.
Our upscale Limited model will reward you with comfort, amenities, performance, and a certain
social status that will be the envy of the neighborhood. This one certainly justifies the almost
legendary status the model has garnered. To help keep you out of harm's way, this from
Chrysler included ABS, stability control, 4-wheel disc brakes, and airbags. Nearly everything
about this machine is top-shelf, from styling to power to its numerous comfort and convenience
features. You know you want this one Print this page and call us Now Let our sales staff answer
all of the questions you have! We are here to help you! Go to : autolandva. Consumer Guide
Best Buy Car. Alternately, you can take it out on a curvy road and the well-weighted steering will
inspire confidence. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. The vehicle has
undergone a point inspection, and passes all State Safety and Emissions requirements. Only 75,
Miles! This Chrysler boasts a Gas V6 3. Main St, Labelle, FL for a quick visit and a great vehicle!
Gary Russ Chevrolet-Cadillac, for the hassle-free and professional buying experience you
deserve. No Fuss with Russ. Compare, adjust and save your payment options on every vehicle
in stock at: PerformanceKingsHonda. This vehicle has an EPA rated fuel economy of We value
your time and that's why want to give you the best buying and service experiences in
Cincinnati! Also, ask your product specialist about our home test drives and deliveries. Save
time and money through our exclusive Performance Remote Services! Distance limitations may
apply. As a proud member of the family-owned Performance Automotive Network, we have
access to thousands of new and used vehicles. This gives us the ability to find the perfect
vehicle to fit your needs and budget. We will give you top-dollar for your trade or make you a
cash offer if you'd prefer the convenience of selling directly. Use for comparison purposes only.
Your mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, etc. See dealer for complete details or sign in to download a copy of your vehicle's
warranty. Warranty may be restricted or denied if your vehicle or part has been modified,
improperly maintained or removed. Browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive, get your
trade appraised or investigate finance options. All hassle free! Odometer is miles below market
average! With its refined interior, technology and unmistakable design, the Chrysler offers style,
performance and excitement for any budget. The Chrysler is one of the last of the big, powerful,
rear-wheel-drive American four door sedans, a car for the open road and a long highway. You've
found the one you've been looking for. The CRYSLER is being the one should also hit the mark
for shoppers who want a fresh design, as well as those who need to stay connected.
Description: Engine 2. Call at or Visit at Please call in advance to verify availabilityâ€¦. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Cylinders 6
cylinders 2, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Close Auto Land Inc. New
Listing. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Home Chrysler Chrysler Used
Chrysler Overall Consumer Rating. Chrysler C Heritage Edition. I purchased a gold, Heritage
Edition with miles on it from NC. Flew from St. Louis, MO and I drove it miles home and only
filled up once! The MDS kicked in for most of the trip and I got 27 mpg on the highway. Fuel
economy is excellent considering the vehicle's size and weight. Acceleration is terrific and
speed builds quickly. The seats are very comfortable although the view out the windows take
some getting used to. Rear view is pinched to say the least. Ergonomically, the car is great as
everything is right where it's supposed to be. I am very pleased with my purchase and would
recommend it to anyone else. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Chrysler is a five-passenger
mid-sized automobile [1] that was manufactured and marketed by Chrysler from model years to
across two generations in four-door sedan and two-door convertible first generation only body
styles. The nameplate debuted on the C , a prototype hybrid vehicle shown at the North
American International Auto Show in Detroit and based on the Chrysler The C concept was
engineered to accept either traditional gasoline, hybrid or full-electric powertrains. The first
generation Chrysler was a restyled, rebadged and re-engineered version of the third generation
Chrysler Sebring that began production in Although the JS platform , of Mitsubishi origins, had

been retained, there were many cosmetic and powertrain changes to the The 2. Chrysler's new
Pentastar 3. A flex-fuel version of the 3. Other changes included stiffer body mounts, revised
suspension geometry with a softer ride rate, a new rear sway bar, and upgraded tires. The was
also more highly equipped than the Sebring. Chrysler added features such as LED lighting,
thicker seat cushioning with higher quality materials, along with new measures to decrease
noise, vibration, and harshness. According to Edmunds' Acevedot, "by changing the name,
Chrysler was able to let its midsize offering ride the coattails of the Chrysler and to encourage
consumers to think of the as the younger brother of the flagship "; as an all-new generation of
the was released at the same time. Acevedot also noted that the name change has the added
benefit of distancing itself from its predecessor, a vehicle notorious for quality issues and fleet
pervasiveness. In early , Chrysler CEO Sergio Marchionne announced that the first generation
model will be short lived and a redesigned next generation model would appear in auto shows
January The Chrysler Convertible featured revised suspensions. Prior to the model year, the
suspension on convertibles was largely shared with the Sebring that preceded it. The softtop
convertible now matches the sedan's revised suspension. The retractable-hardtop could not
fully accommodate the changes because the stiffer suspension would have made the ride too
harsh. In the S trim was removed and became two appearance options, S Interior and S Exterior
options - that could be added to other models. Mid-year in the model year, Chrysler unveiled the
It also featured custom Carhartt embroidery atop the most premium interior options for the The
S Special Edition evolved into the Super S the following year, with additional performance
improvements. The limited edition Chrysler Super S was a Mopar modified version and included
two stages. Stage One enhancements include a chin spoiler, mesh upper and lower grilles with
the upper grille finished in gloss black, as well as satin chrome grille and fog light trim. Side
sills are included with gray or hyper black inch wheels, while black chrome badges and satin
chrome side molding differentiate the Super S. Additional satin chrome finishes include the rear
light bar, as well as a new trunk lid spoiler and a matte black diffuser. Stage Two enhancements
are mechanical. A cold-air intake is fitted under the hood while a cat-back exhaust replaces the
stock setup. A coil-over suspension provides a lowered ride height and a lower center of
gravity. In Europe between and , the Convertible was rebranded and marketed under the Italian
Lancia marque. Becoming available in mid as an early Model Year vehicle, the second
generation debuted at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, Michigan, and
became available in dealership showrooms shortly after. The second-generation also had the
best V6 horsepower [19] the lowest drag-coefficient, [20] and was the first car in its segment to
have a dial-based gear shift. The second generation is only offered in sedan form. Chrysler
noted the declining demand for convertibles, and high costs to create a convertible version
using the all-new platforms, as reasons for not offering a convertible version. At its launch, the
was available in base LX , Limited , sporty S , and top-of-the-range C trim levels. Midway
through the model year, new Touring , Limited Platinum , and C Platinum trims were added in
place of the previous Limited and C. The continued in production at Sterling Heights Assembly
with the plant's paint shop received upgrades to facilitate production. The is equipped with
either a 2. An all wheel drive system is available with the 3. The system detects adverse road
conditions and engages, sending power to all 4 wheels. The system disengages when increased
traction is no longer needed. The new models debuted midyear as The model year production
run was exactly four months, with enough dealer supply to last through midyear The all-new
Chrysler offered four different Uconnect infotainment systems:. Technology features include a
7-inch LED screen full color instrument cluster, standard electronic rotary dial replacing the
console shifter, push button start, an available 8. An open pass through center console
provides storage. An Alpine 9-speaker and subwoofer system as well as a dual panoramic
sunroof are available options on S and C trims while Limited trims are available with a
traditional single panel sunroof. While in his initial announcement of this news, he criticized the
car's rear-door entry - some have argued this may not be due to the car's quality or success [29]
- particularly as the second-generation Chrysler has been a high volume seller for FCA.
Marchionne had said that he would be willing to continue production of the Chrysler , if another
automaker continued it - though he did not specify if he was seeking another manufacturer to
produce the as-is, or as a captive import of another vehicle. Either solution would not impact
FCA's CAFE margins, [31] thus allowing it to continue selling the cars while existing as
primarily a truck manufacturer in the United States. At the Detroit Auto Show , Marchionne
explained the decision to end production, and not offer a replacement for the US or Canada: "I
can tell you right now that both the Chrysler and the Dodge Dart, as great products as they
were, were the least financially rewarding enterprises that we've carried out inside FCA in the
last eight years," adding "I don't know one investment that was as bad as these two were. The
company had to find additional capacity for Jeep and Ram. Chrysler was thinking about using

the Chrysler in the advertisement, since it had a higher retail price than the and also enjoyed
better press-reviews, but quickly rejected the idea since the is not manufactured in the United
States, but in Ontario, Canada and would not fit the company's new branding. This commercial
enjoyed great popularity among viewers, [35] with the term "Chrysler " being the second
most-searched term on Google the day after the Super Bowl and search traffic for the vehicle
going up by percent on AOL Autos. The Chrysler also featured heavily in the London-based Live
Another Day spinoff series of A legally required front numberplate is not present, the rear
numberplate details are for a Ford Mondeo. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Ryan was a great salesperson. He was knowledgeable, honest and not pushy. I appreciated
dealing with him. Jay was extremely helpful. It was his boss I was not so happy with. In the end I
drove away at the price I wanted. Their rates are low but my bank was lower. I did get
pre-approved by the bank first. ASK questions if you don't understand something. Not a good
experience. I felt like they were hiding something about the car. The picture they posted was not
of the actual car. The car was bough from an auction, flat tires, bumper detached, and some
other mechanical issues. After contacting the dealer they said that the truck was there and they
looked forward to seeing me after i drove and hour and a half and calling before i left they
waited until after i got there and after they had test drove my trade in to tell me that the truck i
was there for had a bad engine. They were very friendly and accommodating. They were very
professional and very efficient with all the paperwork. Sent the initial email asking if the car was
still available over the weekend. First thing Monday morning I received an text message! Only
dealership I have contacted here that actually contacted me back!! Everything was fine the only
thing is they Are Not a buy here pay here lot that's what I was looking for cause my credit score
is not that good. But they did contact me back to let me know. They contacted me promptly. I
did ask abt getting some upholstery work to some of the seat bottoms and there was some
hesitation on that. Thats why I didn't give them 5 stars. I'm the very pleased proud new owner
and principal operator. Love it truly great good quick quality deal. Best of six for me. I have had
a good bit of lost in my life lately. They responded quickly and were very informative. This
vehicle was no longer available but offered other options. I received an email in the morning and
tried calling them several times without them even picking up the phone. Got a email 3 days
later that the vehicle was sold, but they had other options not the vehicle I wanted. I asked them
to be put on do not contact list. Top notch professionals. They let me do an extended test drive

and John the sales consultant, Chis the sales manager and Heather in finance were awesome to
work with. Everyone was kind and very knowledgeable. I'd highly recommend to my family and
friends. I was contacted almost immediately after asking a question online. Very responsive
seller. Friendly and honest people. I was able to find a used vehicle at a great price. I highly
recommend you go see these nice folks for your next vehicle purchase. The salesman were very
helpful and knowledgeable. They answered my questions completely. They were very honest
about the car. The dealer contacted me and was super helpful, until the day I went to test drive
the car I was looking at I had made an appointment and when I got there they informed me the
car had already sold. Frustrating to say the least. Despoter several attemtps to actually
communicate with the sales staff, I only received a bunch of standarized emails. They never
actually responded to my inquiry. Seems like they have a great computer but no humans. Gave
up my attempt of purchasing a car. Quick to respond. Laid back. Let me drive the truck alone
without question. An attention-grabbing exterior, smooth, quiet ride, and a choice of powerful
engines keep Chrysler's flagship lineup near the top of the family sedan market for An aging
design, less-than-stellar cabin materials, visibility issues, and a base model that's a in looks
only keep the Chrysler from owning its market segment. Taking a pass on the base Chrysler LX
will reward owners with a well-regarded, powerful, and stylish automobile that will be the envy
of the neighborhood. Chrysler has a proven winner with the well-designed and almost flawlessly
executed Chrysler Introduced in and a product of the short-lived Daimler partnership, the
Chrysler reflects the styling attributes of the earlier Mercedes E-Class. Nearly everything about
this automobile is top-shelf, from styling to power to its numerous comfort and convenience
features. Designed to run with the likes of the Pontiac G8, Ford Taurus Limited, Toyota Avalon,
and Cadillac CTS, among others, the holds its own against this competition with impressive
styling, loads of standard features and options, and in the higher-end trims, awesome power,
futuristic technology, luxurious options, and plenty of safety features. The base LX, available
only in rear-wheel drive, features a 2. Reviewers and owners view the 2. The Touring and
Limited trims, both offered in either rear- or all-wheel drive configurations, feature a standard 3.
The rear-wheel-drive-only C Hemi and all-wheel-drive-only C each pack the hp 5. Variable-valve
timing in gives this powerplant an extra 19 hp and will take drivers from 0 â€” 60 in 6. One
professional reviewer, however, finds those numbers more than a little optimistic. For , the C
SRT8 is delivered only in the rear-wheel-drive configuration and is powered by a 6. Together
they blast out hp and lb-ft of torque. A few professional reviewers mention a noticeable lag
when either transmission is downshifting, with one claiming the AutoStick five-speed's
manual-style shift gate helps alleviate the problem. The Chrysler is a heavy automobile,
weighing in at well over 3, pounds, yet its braking characteristics are described as better than
average by nearly all reviewers, though one finds occasional softness with hard braking. Since
it's a major player in re-directing attention in the U. The axle re-engages for all-wheel drive when
the system senses wheel slippage, colder temperatures, or a busy windshield wiper. The
sportier trims, the C, C Hemi, and SRT8, are obviously stiffer and not so stately, yet offer a
better grip on the road. In addition, the SRT8 comes equipped with standard Brembo
performance brakes, special stability control calibration, and an integrated rear spoiler.
Altogether, reviewers find the Chrysler comfortable and plush at cruising speeds, but not as
sprightly as most European sedans around town. The Chrysler is noted by both reviewers and
owners as having more-than-adequate head- and legroom, with the Walter P. Chrysler Executive
Series adding 5 inches of length for even more space to stretch out. Reviewers also find the s
reasonably quiet, though the V6 engines do roar noticeably on hard acceleration. The subdued
but powerful growl of the V8 Hemi is particularly appealing to all professional reviewers. The
Touring offers, in addition, auto headlights, foglights, dual-zone automatic temperature control,
a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, leather trim, and SIRIUS satellite radio. The C
Hemi, C, and C SRT8 tack on power-folding heated mirrors, a power-adjustable steering wheel,
upgraded leather, remote start, a tortoiseshell interior, and universal garage door opener, with
the SRT8 featuring suede upholstery that appealed to one professional reviewer who mentioned
sliding around the flat-leather seats on the lower-end trims during cornering. The Chrysler
series offers numerous safety features in all trims except the LX, which is delivered with only
multistage front airbags, brake-park interlock, inside emergency trunk-lid release, rear-door
child protection locks, and four-wheel disc brakes. Trims that did not include side and
supplemental side curtain airbags did not, however, fare as well in testing. Though by and large
impressed with the Chrysler , owners are disappointed with an annoying transmission drag
when downshifting with both the four- and five-speed automatics. Most owners mention that the
Chrysler automatics are, in general, below most of the competition. A few owners also are
disappointed that the 3. Complaints about small side and rear windows, combined with wide
roof pillars, are almost universal with owners, who note that rear and side visibility is often

dangerously compromised. At least two owners feel the touted, comfort-tuned suspension in
the higher-end trims could be further improved on the LX and Touring trims trims. Nearly all
owners find the Chrysler lineup stylish, roomy, powerful, and well constructed, although many
are disappointed with what they consider inferior cabin materials. The Hemi-equipped C trims
are particularly well thought of by owners, but the 3. Many owners are appreciative of the
rear-wheel drive trims, most notably the C trims, which were lauded for their handling and
acceleration characteristics. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chrysler listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Alex.
CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Authorized Chrysler Dealer. Request Information. Image Not
Available. The Chrysler offers a choice of four engines and two transmissions for Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts.
Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by
clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue
Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions
apply. Parts that fit. Parts that perform. We are your source for Factory Chrysler Parts. When
you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the quality and reliability of
your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive inventory of parts is
maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle
car owner manuals
ford owners manual free
tri five
best, so you can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts.
As a leading Chrysler parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our
excellent customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the
right price, right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast
shipping. If you have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced
staff of parts specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make
yourself comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the
interior cabin. Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My

Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

